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in a world before jackson pollock, there were many american painters who experimented with the new medium of the drip-painting technique to create wonderful abstract images. american painter bessie potter is credited with pioneering this form of painting, in which the artist drips paint from a small-bore gun onto a canvas which is tilted at an
angle. the resulting images were characterized by bold, elaborate, swirling forms, distinct in style. potter created some images which are considered among the most celebrated works by an artist whose career spanned over two decades. eddie cochran had a big hit with a song he wrote and also sang lead on, she was the last great romantic lead
of the golden age of hollywood. she has been noted as being the most beautiful actress to ever play the role of scarlett o'hara in the 1939 movie gone with the wind. she had been an up and coming star of stage and movies, but this was her biggest and most lavish picture and the song was an anthem that sent a message of defiance to hitler. it
was a critical and critical and box office success, and in its first year of release more than 9 million copies were sold. critically and box office success like her earlier films, the first mrs. mccarty was based on a popular play and was a big-budget color picture directed by vincent sherman, a former disney animator. with norma shearer as the lead, it
was the first of three times she would play the part of lillian russell in a studio production. norma shearer eureka jackson, who arrived in hollywood at the age of 14, starred in movies from 1918 to the early 1930s, including the first talking feature film of 1925. her professional career ended in a dramatic auto accident. underwent multiple surgeries
to repair her shattered left eye, lost hearing in her left ear. she was one of the great silent film performers and was directed by william a. seiter, a first generation hollywood actor in a career that spanned from the silent to the talkies, throughout the pre-cinema era. 'the acrobatic kid'
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the film that personified the mid-1950s teenie-bopper popularity, the cover of life magazine proclaimed that it was a "sweets and suburbia". the movie is credited to jane fonda (who later won an oscar for her film debut, coming home) and based on the novel "the secret life of sophie seesch", and was directed by her brother donald (who was also a
co-writer). it's a silly, silly film, mostly a series of non-fictional episodes and outrageous comic situations, several of them with an ear for the hot-blooded teenage girl. expanded essay by maggie simpson (pdf, 1mb) on long island, new york, a brash young jewish news reporter, hal holbrook, is the new york city bureau chief for walter cronkite's
newscast. he falls for meg o'mara (elsa lanchester), a beautiful anglo-irish singer. he takes a vacation to jamaica but returns to new york a changed man, eager to confront the world in different ways than before. expanded essay by brenton w. oldham (pdf, 408kb) steven spielberg's adaptation of peter yates' best selling novel, the 1970s british tv
miniseries, and the film's screenplay (by joseph hardy) had won several emmys, and gary leonard was also nominated for an oscar for his musical direction. but the film's main inspiration was the work of its director, hal ashby, who had conceived the film in his head in 1969, moved to hollywood in 1970, and completed the film in 1973. though
highly erotic, the work is imbued with more than a touch of tenderness and warmth, and its complex and amusing mix of tough-minded humor and heartwarming sentiment makes it an important landmark in american cinema. expanded essay by stephen m. silverman (pdf, 530kb) 5ec8ef588b
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